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Abstract—The on-demand use, high scalability, and low maintainance cost nature of cloud computing have attracted more and more
enterprises to migrate their legacy applications to the cloud environment. Although the cloud platform itself promises high reliability,
ensuring high quality of service is still one of the major concerns, since the enterprise applications are usually complicated and consist
of a large number of distributed components. Thus, improving the reliability of an application during cloud migration is a challenging
and critical research problem. To address this problem, we propose a reliability-based optimization framework, named ROCloud, to
improve the application reliability by fault tolerance. ROCloud includes two ranking algorithms. The ﬁrst algorithm ranks components for
the applications that all their components will be migrated to the cloud. The second algorithm ranks components for hybrid applications
that only part of their components are migrated to the cloud. Both algorithms employ the application structure information as well as
the historical reliability information for component ranking. Based on the ranking result, optimal fault-tolerant strategy will be selected
automatically for the most signiﬁcant components with respect to their pre-deﬁned constraints. The experimental results show that by
refactoring a small number of error-prone components and tolerating faults of the most signiﬁcant components, the reliability of the
application can be greatly improved.
Index Terms—Cloud Migration, Component Ranking, Fault Tolerance, Software Reliability
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I NTRODUCTION

C

L oud computing enables convenient, on-demand
network access to a shared pool of conﬁgurable
computing resources [31]. In the cloud computing environment, the computing resources (e.g., networks,
servers, storage, etc.) can be provisioned to users ondemand, like the electricity grid [5], [11]. Startup companies can deploy their newly developed Internet services
to the cloud without the concern of upfront capital
or operator expense [5]. However, cloud computing is
not only for startups, its cost effective, high scalability
and high reliability features also attracted enterprises to
migrate their legacy applications to the cloud [23]. Before
the migration, enterprises usually have the concern to
keep or improve the application reliability in the cloud
environment. Thus, reliability-based optimization when
migrating legacy applications to the cloud environment
is becoming an urgently required research problem.
In traditional software reliability engineering, there
are four major approaches to improve system reliability:
fault prevention, fault removal, fault tolerance, and fault
forecasting [30]. When turning to the cloud environment,
since the applications deployed in the cloud are usually
complicated and consist of a large number of components, only employing fault prevention techniques and
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fault removal techniques are not sufﬁcient. Another approach for building reliable systems is software fault tolerance [29], which is to employ functionally equivalent
components to tolerate faults [6]. Software fault tolerance
approach takes advantage of the redundant resources
in the cloud environment, and makes the system more
robust by masking faults instead of removing them.
Although the cloud platform is ﬂexible and can provide resources on-demand, there is still a charge for
using the cloud components (e.g., the virtual machines
of Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud or Simple Storage
Service). At the same time, legacy applications usually
involve a large number of components, so it will be
expensive to provide redundancies for each component.
To reduce the cost so as to assure highly reliability in a
limited budget during the migration of legacy applications to cloud, an efﬁcient reliability-based optimization
framework is needed.
In our previous work [48], [50], FTCloud is proposed
to improve the reliability of newly developed cloud
applications, which identiﬁes the most signiﬁcant components depending on the structure information and
expert knowledge of critical components. Compared
with newly developed applications, the reliability-based
optimization of legacy applications has the following
difﬁculties:
(1) The failure rate of different components in a legacy
application can vary. For example, some components in the legacy application are implemented
by out-dated technology and have not been well
maintained. These components can have great impact on application reliability. But they may not be
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selected as signiﬁcant component by FTCloud, since
FTCloud only employs structure information and
does not take component failure rate information
into consideration.
(2) FTCloud needs expert knowledge to manually designate critical components. However, the migration
team may not be the creator of the legacy application. So it will be difﬁcult for them to manually list
the critical components. Furthermore, the number of
legacy applications as well as the number of components in these applications is large; it is thus impractical to manually identify critical components.
(3) Some applications may be restricted by enterprise
security polices and only part of their components
can be migrated to the cloud. The component ranking and fault-tolerant strategy selection algorithms
should take these hybrid applications into consideration.
For these two reasons, FTCloud is not sufﬁcient for
improving the reliability of legacy applications. We need
to take advantage of all materials of the legacy applications at hand, such as application logs, source code, etc.
to automatically identify the components whose failures
have great impact on the application reliability. Then
provide backups for them using redundant resources in
the cloud to improve the application reliability.
Based on this idea, we proposed Reliability-based
Optimization in Cloud environment (ROCloud), which
is a component ranking framework based on historical information to identify the signiﬁcant components
that have great impact on application reliability, and
suggest optimal fault tolerance strategies automatically.
ROCloud can help the designer optimize legacy application design to get a more reliable and robust cloud
application effectively and efﬁciently.
The contribution of this paper includes:
•

•

•

This paper presents a design optimization framework for the cloud migration, named ROCloud.
The main idea of this framework is ﬁrst to identify signiﬁcant components whose failures can have
great impact on application reliability based on the
application structure information and components
reliability properties, and then provide fault-tolerant
mechanism for these components to improve application reliability.
ROCloud includes two ranking algorithms. The ﬁrst
algorithm ranks components for the applications
that all their components can be migrated to the
cloud. The second algorithm ranks components for
hybrid applications that only part of their components can be migrated to the cloud.
We conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the
impact of signiﬁcant components and their reliability properties on the reliability of the migrated application using reliability information of real-world
Web services.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
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Fig. 1. Cloud Migration Example
lists the optimization challenges in cloud migration and
proposes a three phase framework. Section 3 illustrates
the details of the optimization framework. Section 4
shows experiments, Section 5 introduces related work,
and Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 O PTIMIZATION F RAMEWORK
M IGRATION
2.1

FOR

C LOUD

Optimization Challenges in Cloud Migration

First, we use a motivating example to show the challenging problems of this paper. Enterprise A wants to reduce
upfront capital investment and system infrastructure
maintainance effort. The cloud computing technology
satisﬁes these requirements. Enterprise A decides to migrate its legacy applications to an IaaS cloud, as shown
in Figure 1. The legacy application consists of a number
of distributed components. Ensuring reliability of the
application is one of the major concerns for making the
migration.
To enhance the system reliability, the designer wants
to optimize the original design of legacy application by
providing fault tolerance mechanisms for its components
with replication techniques. When designing fault tolerance mechanisms for the components, the designer
needs to consider the following problems:
(1) Some components of the legacy application may
be implemented by outdated technology and suffer
from high failure rates. These components can have
great impact on system reliability. Replication techniques are not enough to improve the reliability. For
example, providing one replication for a component
with failure rate 50% can only reduce the failure rate
to 25% which is still unacceptable. A better approach
is refactoring, that is to adopt new technology to
rewrite the component and add fault prevention logic (e.g., exception handling), which can dramatically
reduce the component’s failure rate. Trade-offs need
to be made when considering which components
should be re-factored due to cost constraints.
(2) The legacy application may consist of a large number of components. It is too expensive to deploy
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alternative replicas for all the components, since
there are costs for using cloud resources (e.g., the
virtual machines). To make trade-offs between costs
and reliability, the designer chooses to tolerate faults
of the most important components, whose failures
have great impact on the whole system. However,
it is not easy to identify which components have
greater impact on system reliability, because:
– The reliability properties of each component
may be very different. Some components may
already have fault prevention logic (e.g., error
checking, exception handling, etc.) and thus are
more reliable than others.
– Failures of different components can have different impacts on the system. Components
fulﬁlling critical tasks (e.g., payment) are taken
as critical components, while other components
accomplishing non-critical tasks (e.g., providing
decorative pictures on web pages) are taken as
non-critical ones [48]. Failures of critical components have greater impact on the system than
failures of non-critical components.
These two characteristics should be considered in
combination. A failure-prone non-critical component may have little impact on overall system reliability, while a component for critical task may be
carefully designed and already have low enough
failure rate. The straightforward approach to only
consider components with high failure rates or fulﬁlling critical tasks as important components may
not lead to an optimal solution.
(3) Some applications are restricted by enterprise security polices and only part of their components can be
migrated to the cloud. For these hybrid applications,
the components which are kept in the private data
center are potentially important components and
they can only use resources in the private data
center for fault tolerance.
(4) There are a number of fault tolerance strategies.
The cloud platform itself may also provide recovery
approaches such as virtual machine restart. Different
strategies have different overheads and costs. It is
a challenging task for the designer to ﬁnd out the
optimal fault tolerance strategies for the signiﬁcant
cloud components.
To address the above problems, we ﬁrst analyze the
legacy application to collect the reliability properties
and application structure information. Then, we proposes two signiﬁcant component ranking algorithms in
Section 3.2. At last an optimal fault tolerance strategy
selection algorithm is presented in Section 3.3.2, which
suggests optimal fault tolerance strategies for components with different constraints.
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Fig. 2. Overview of the Optimization Framework
phase: (1) legacy application analysis automated significance ranking and (2) fault tolerance strategy selection.
The processes of each phase are as follows:
(1) Both structure and failure information are extracted
from during the legacy application analysis phase.
The structure information extraction consists of two
sub-processes: component extraction and invocation extraction. The failure information including
failure rate and failure impact are collected from
the execution logs and test results of the legacy
application. Components with a failure rate higher
than the threshold will be re-factored, and their
reliability property will be updated.A component
graph is built for the legacy application based on
the structure as well as the failure information.
(2) In the automated signiﬁcance ranking phase, two
algorithms are proposed for ordinary applications
that can be migrated to public cloud and hybrid
applications that need to be migrated to hybrid
cloud, respectively.
(3) The performance, overhead, and cost of various
fault tolerance strategy candidates are analyzed and
the most suitable fault tolerance strategy is selected
for each signiﬁcant component based on its predeﬁned constraint.
Section 3 will introduce the technical details of the
legacy application analysis, component ranking algorithms and the optimal fault tolerance strategy selection
algorithm.

3

A PPROACH

The ROCloud aims to quantify the importance of each
component from the application reliability aspect based
on available information such as application structure,
component invocation relationships, components’ reliability properties, and so on. Thus, the legacy applications
need to be analyzed to collect the information for ranking.
3.1

2.2 Optimization Framework

,QYRFDWLRQ
([WUDFWLRQ

Legacy Application Analysis

3.1.1 Structure Information Extraction
The structure information includes components and the
invocation information. The components are extracted
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from legacy applications by source code and documentation analysis. The invocation information such as invocation links and invocation frequencies can be identiﬁed
from application trace logs. Source codes and documentations are useful supplementary materials besides trace
logs. All the information are represented in a component
graph.
The component graph is modeled as a weighted directed graph G, which combines together the information of application structure and the invocation relationships among components [48], [50]. Node ci in graph
G represents a component and each component has a
nonnegative signiﬁcance value V (ci ), failure rate f (ci )
and failure impact p(ci ). A directed edge eij from node
ci to node cj represents component ci invokes cj , the
total number of which is denoted by qij . Each edge eij
in the graph has a nonnegative weight value wij , which
can be calculated by:
qij
wij = n

j=1 qij

,

(1)

where n is the number of components. The range of
weight value is [0,1]. If there is no edge from ci to cj ,
which means that ci does not invoke cj , qij = 0 and
thus wij = 0. In this way, wij has a larger value if
component cj is invoked more frequently by component
ci compared with other components invoked by ci .
For a component graph which contains n components,
an n × n transition probability matrix W can be obtained
by employing Eq. (1). Each entry in the matrix is the
value of wij . In the case that a node ci has no outgoing
edge, wij = n1 . For ∀i, the transition probability matrix
W satisﬁes:
n

wij = 1.
(2)
j=1

3.1.2 Reliability Property Extraction
(1) Component Failure rate and Failure Impact Collection
The failure rate and failure impact information can be
collected from the execution logs or test results of legacy
applications. Failure rate f (ci ) of component ci can be
calculated by:
μ(ci )
f (ci ) = n
,
(3)
j=1 qji
where μ(ci ) is the total times that component ci failed,
and the sum represents the total times that ci has been
invoked. As mentioned in Section 1 and Section 2.1,
the failures of different components can have different
impact on system failure. In [48], prior knowledge provided by the system designer was employed, and the
components were divided into two sets: critical and noncritical. If a critical component fails, the application will
fail too, while the failure of a non-critical component will
not cause an application failure. However, this method
depends greatly on expert knowledge of the designer,

and requires that the designer has sophisticated understanding of the application business logic. However,
getting acquainted with business logic of the legacy
application can increase the the cost of the migrating
process. At the same time the dichotomy of component
failure impact is not accurate enough. Thus, we use a
value calculated from statistics to estimate the failure
impact p(ci ) of component ci :

μ(a|ci )/μ(ci ) if μ(ci ) = 0,
p(ci ) =
(4)
0
if μ(ci ) = 0.
where μ(a|ci ) is the failure times of the legacy application when failure of component ci occurs.
(2) Component Refactoring
During the migration, we found that some legacy components suffer from high failure rates. These almost
“dead” components are the bottle-necks of the application reliability and adopting only fault-tolerant strategies based on replication is not enough to improve
their reliability. Thus component refactory which is also known as re-engineering or re-implementation is
needed. Almonaies et al. listed the characteristics with
which the legacy systems are especially applicable to
refactoring from the view point of service-oriented reengineering [2].
In this paper, the main optimization goal is reliability,
so a more straightforward way is employed to determine
which components should be re-implemented: components with failure rates greater than a threshold. The
selection of the threshold is dependent on project budget
and the target application failure rate, since extra development and testing effort is required for component
re-implementation. The impact of threshold is tested in
experiments in Section 4.5. After refactoring, the component failure rates will be estimated based on test results,
and the component reliability property data set will be
updated.
3.2

Automated Signiﬁcance Ranking

Based on the component graph, two component ranking algorithms are proposed in this section. The ﬁrst
algorithm ranks components for ordinary applications
where all their components can be migrated to the
cloud. The second algorithm rank components for hybrid
applications which can be partly moved to the cloud.
3.2.1 ROCloud1: Component Ranking for Ordinary Applications
In a distributed application, the failures of the components which are frequently invoked by many other
components tend to have greater impact on the system
compared with the components which are rarely invoked by others. Thus these components are considered
to be more important from the reliability aspect and
should be ranked at the front of component list. Inspired
by the PageRank algorithm [9], we propose an algorithm
to calculate the signiﬁcance value of each component
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of the migratory application employing the component
invocation relationships and reliability properties. Based
on the component graph and component reliability information, the component ranking algorithm includes the
following steps:
1. Initialize by randomly assigning a numerical value
between 0 and 1 to each component in the component
graph.
2. Compute the signiﬁcance value for a component ci
by:
V (ci ) =


1−d
V (ck )wki ,
f (ci )p(ci ) + d
n

(5)

k∈N (ci )

where n is the number of components in the application, and N (ci ) is the set of components which invoke
component ci . The parameter d (0 ≤ d ≤ 1) in Eq. (5),
also known as damping factor, is employed to adjust
the signiﬁcance values derived from other components,
and is generally set around 0.85. f (ci ) is the component
failure rate which is obtained by employing Eq. (3).
p(ci ) is the component failure impact on the application, which is calculated by Eq. (4). Consequently, the
signiﬁcance value of ci is composed of the basic value
of itself (i.e., 1−d
n f (ci )p(ci ) ) and the derived values from
the components that invoked ci . By Eq. (5), a component
ci will have a larger signiﬁcance value if the values of
f (ci ), p(ci ), |N (ci )|, V (ck ), and wki are larger, indicating
that component ci is invoked by a lot of other signiﬁcant
components frequently and tends to cause application
failures.
In vector form, Eq (5) can be written as:
⎡

⎤ ⎡
V (c1 )
⎢
⎥ ⎢
..
⎣
⎦=⎣
.
V (cn )
where
xi =

⎤
⎡
⎤
V (c1 )
x1
⎥
.. ⎥ + dW t ⎢
..
⎣
⎦,
. ⎦
.
xn
V (cn )
1−d
f (ci )p(ci ).
n

(6)

(7)

3. The signiﬁcance values can be calculated either iteratively or algebraically. The iterative method is repeating
the computation until all signiﬁcance values become
stable, that is, |V (t + 1) − V (t)| < , for some small .
Since weight matrix W is a stochastic matrix which
is shown in Section 3.1.1, Eq. (6) can also be solved by
computing the eigenvector with eigenvalue equal to 1.
With the above approach, the signiﬁcance values of
the components can be calculated by considering the
application structure information, the invocation relationships, and the knowledge of component reliability
properties in combination. A component with a larger
signiﬁcant value is considered to be more signiﬁcant.
The failures of these signiﬁcant components will have
great impact on other components and thus tend to cause
application failures.

3.2.2 ROCloud2: Component Ranking for Hybrid Applications
Hybrid applications are the applications that only part
of their components can be migrated to the public cloud.
Restricted by enterprise security policies, some components (e.g., the components related to custom private
data, components implementing core business logic, etc.)
of these applications cannot be opposed to third-parties
and need to be kept in the private data center. The decision that which components should be kept local mainly
depends on the enterprise security policies and the contracts with customs. For these hybrid applications, the
components which are kept in the private data center
are potentially important components. Inspired by the
work of [44], relative importance are calculated for each
component. The components of a hybrid application are
divided into two sets by their nature. One set for the
components deployed in a private data center, denoted
as P , and the other for the components moved to the
cloud, denoted as C.
For each component ci , the signiﬁcance value can be
calculated by:

V (ci ) = (1 − d)ρ + d
V (ck )wki ,
(8)
k∈N (ci )

where
ρ=

1
|P |
f (ci )p(ci )
|C|

if ci ∈ P,
if ci ∈ C.

(9)

|P | and |C| are the numbers of components in the private
data center and the cloud respectively, |P | + |C| = n.
f (ci ) is the component failure rate which is obtained by
employing Eq. (3). p(ci ) is the component failure impact
on the application, which is calculated by Eq. (4). When
|C| = n, RCloud2 degrades to ROCloud1. By employing
Eq. (8) and following the steps listed in Section 3.2.1,
the signiﬁcance values of all the components can be
calculated.
Based on the ranked list of components with significance values, the top k (1 ≤ k ≤ n) components can
be identiﬁed by the designer at the design optimization
stage of migration. Various techniques (e.g., fault tolerant
techniques or recovery approaches which is illustrated in
Section 3.3) can be employed to improve the reliability of
these components, and therefore improving the application reliability. The greater the value of top k is, the more
reliable the application tends to be, while at the same
time the more cloud resources are needed. The impact
of top k on application reliability is shown in detail in
Section 4.7.
3.3

Fault Tolerance Strategy Selection

3.3.1 Strategy Characteristic Analysis
Software fault tolerance is widely adopted for critical
systems (e.g., airplane ﬂight control systems, nuclear
power station management systems, etc.). At the same
time, a cloud platform also provides approaches such
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as virtual machine restart, virtual machine migration,
etc. to improve components reliability. By employing
these techniques to provide functionally equivalent components, the component failures can be tolerated and
thus the overall system reliability can be increased. Three
well-known software fault tolerance strategies as well as
the approaches taking advantage of cloud platform features are introduced in the following with formulas for
calculating the failure rate, response time and resource
cost.
(1) Software fault tolerance strategies
Recovery Block (RB) [36], N-Version Programming
(NVP) [6] and Parallel are three widely used strategies
in software fault tolerance. Their features and failure
rate calculation have been summarized in [48], [50]. In
this paper, the formulas to calculate response time t
and resource cost r are given in Eq.(8)-(10) in Table 1
(the equations to calculate failure rate f are also listed
for reference). In these equations, n is the number of
redundant components, fi is the failure rate, ti is the
response time, and ri is the resource allocated for the ith
component.
Since RB strategy invokes standby component sequentially when the primary component fails, its response
time is the summation of the execution time of all failed
versions and the ﬁrst successful one. NVP strategy needs
to wait for all n responses from the parallel invocations
to determine the ﬁnal result, thus its response time
depends on the slowest version. While Parallel strategy
employs the ﬁrst returned response as the ﬁnal result, its
response time is the minimum one of all replications. So
it can be concluded from Eq. (8)-(10) that the response
time performance of RB is generally worse than that of
NVP, which in turn is worse than that of the parallel
strategy. Since NVP and Parallel use parallel component
invocations and all the resources need to be allocated
before the execution, while in RB extra resources will be
allocated only when the primary component fails, the
required resources of NVP and Parallel are much higher
than those of RB. All three strategies can tolerate crash
faults, and NVP strategy can also mask value faults [48],
[50].
(2) Strategies based on cloud features
Cloud platforms often provide approaches such as
virtual machine restart, virtual machine migration [1],
[25], etc. to improve reliability. These approaches can
also tolerate crash faults. The strategy based on virtual
machine (VM) restart is similar to the RB strategy, but it
introduces overhead (OH in Eq.(11)) to initialize virtual
machines and thus its response time is larger than that
of RB, as shown in Eq.(11) in Table 1. However, VM
restart requires no extra resources, since it is based on
restart. The strategy based on virtual machine migration
can tolerate non-transient hardware crash faults such as
disk failures but it can also increases the response time.
Strategy based on node restart must be used carefully,
since the restart may affect other components.
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TABLE 1
Formulas for Fault Tolerance Strategies
Fault Tolerance Strategy
Recovery Block

NVP

Parallel

VM Restart

Formulas
n
f = i=1 fi


t= n
ti i−1
f
i=1
k=1 i
n
r = i=1 ri i−1
fi
k=1

f = n
i=(n+1)/2 F (i)
t = max
 ti
r= n
ri
i=1
f = n
f
i=1 i
t = min
n ti
r = i=1 ri

f = n
f
ni=1 i

t = i=1 (OH + ti ) i−1
k=1 fi
r = maxri

(8)

(9)
(10)

(11)

In summary, strategies based on cloud features can
also improve components reliability by tolerating crash
faults. They have much lower demand on extra resource
compared to the software fault tolerance strategies, while
they have considerable overheads which can increase the
response time.
Different strategies have different resource requirement and different effects on response time. RB strategy
can affect the response time and resource allocation if
there is a failure. While the parallel and NVP strategies
have little effect on the response time but will affect
the resource allocation in all cases. The virtual machine
restart strategy will not affect resource allocation but can
affect the response time if there is a failure. Employing
a suitable fault tolerance strategy for the signiﬁcant
components can help achieve optimal resource allocation
while improving application reliability. Each fault tolerance strategy has a number of variations, thus selecting
an optimal strategy for each signiﬁcant component is
time consuming. An automatic optimal fault tolerance
strategy selection algorithm is therefore required to reduce the workload of application designers.
In summary, four candidates are employed for fault
tolerance in this paper, which includes recovery block,
N-version programming, parallel, and virtual machine
restart. These strategies can be employed to tolerate
crash and value faults. Other types of fault tolerance
mechanisms can be added to ROCloud without fundamental changes.
3.3.2 Automatic FT Strategy Selection
The software fault tolerance strategies have a number
of variations based on different redundant component
conﬁgurations [48], [50]. Analogy can be made to strategies based on cloud features (e.g., restart times). These
variations are candidates for each signiﬁcant component
in the application, and the optimal FT strategy selection
algorithm introduced in [48], [50] can be employed to
identify the optimal one.
First, the aggregated failure rate f , response-time t,
and the resource cost r of each fault tolerance strat-
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egy candidate are calculated by employing Eq.(8)-(11)
in Table 1. And the strategies which could not satisfy
the response-time constraints will be removed. Second,
list the Top-K signiﬁcant components according to the
descending order of their signiﬁcance value. Third, the
strategy with minimum resource cost will be selected for
each of the components as their initialization strategy to
make sure all of them are fault-tolerant. Then for each
component, select the candidate with the lowest aggregated failure rate the optimal one. By repeating the last
step until it meets the user resource cost constraints, the
reliability-based design optimization can be achieved.
Currently, each component in the cloud is considered
as independent and the fault tolerant strategy selection
is carried out separately on component basis. However,
in practice, some components can be interrelated, and
coordinating among these components has the potential of providing fault tolerance with lower cost. But
the coordinating process requires information of failure
dependency and impact among the interrelated components, which is beyond the scope of this paper. In
the future work, we will study failure dependency on
interrelated components and provide more sophisticated
fault-tolerant selection model.
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Fig. 3. Case Study

4.1 Case Study
A simple case of migrating a reporting application to the
cloud is given in this section to illustrate the process of
ROCloud, as shown in Figure 3.

Step 1 Legacy application analysis: First, browse
source code and documents to identify the modules/components of the application, which include
Input Validation, Process Fail Data, Data Formatting, Query Service, Excel report Service and PDF
report service. Then extract the invocation and reliability information from the application logs. Based
on these information, a component graph is built.
The number pairs in each component denote the
failure rate and failure impact, and the weight on
each line is calculated by Eq. (1).
Step 2 Signiﬁcance Ranking: The signiﬁcance value
of each component is calculated by employing the
algorithms introduced in Section 3.2 on the component graph built in Step1. Components are ranked
according to their signiﬁcance values, and the most
signiﬁcant components are selected (Query Service
and Process Fail Data in this case).
Step 3 Fault tolerance strategy selection: Optimal
fault tolerant strategies are provided for the Query
Service and Process Fail Data components, with
respect to their time and cost constraints. And the
optimized design is shown in the left bottom of
Figure 3, each service instance will be deployed in
separate virtue machines.
Experimental Setup

The signiﬁcant component ranking algorithm is implemented by C++ language. To study the performance of
reliability improvement, ﬁve approaches are compared,
which are:
• NoFT: No fault tolerance strategy is employed.
• RandomFT: Fault tolerance strategies are employed
to mask faults of randomly selected K percent components.
• FTCloud: FTCloud is a component ranking framework for cloud applications presented in our previous work [48], [50] which ranks the components
by only employing the structure information of the
application. Fault tolerance strategies are employed
to mask faults of top K percent components of the
ranked list.
• ROCloud1: Fault tolerance strategies are employed
to mask faults of the top K percent signiﬁcant
components. The components are ranked by employing the component ranking algorithm, which
considers the structure information as well as the
prior knowledge of component reliability properties
such as failure rate and failure impact.
• ROCloud2: The components related to custom private data are kept locally in ROCloud2, which is
one of the best practice used by enterprises. Fault
tolerance strategies are employed to mask faults of
the top K percent signiﬁcant components relative to
the local components. The components are ranked
by employing the component ranking algorithm for
hybrid applications.
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AllFT: Fault tolerance strategies are employed for
all components.
The internal structures of software programs (e.g., call
graphs for procedural code, class collaboration graphs,
etc.) are shown to exhibit approximate scale-free properties in several previous work [12], [18]. Thus we use Pajek [7] to generate scale-free directed component graphs
for experimental studies.
Each component in a cloud-based application can
be considered as a separate Service. Thus we use the
failure rate data of real-world services to simulate that
of components. We deployed 150 different services on
PlanetLab, and recorded the invocation times and failures of each service which was invoked and tested from
100 different locations around the world. The failure
rates were calculated based on the log, and assigned
randomly to the nodes of component graphs generated
by Pajek [7]. When a component was selected to be faulttolerant, the fault tolerance strategy determination algorithm was employed to automatically select the optimal
fault tolerance strategy for tolerating faults. If a fault
tolerance strategy was applied for this component, the
component failed only when the primary and back up
copies all failed. Random walk on the component graph
is used to simulate the execution of each application.
10000 sequences are generated by random walk for
each experimental setting to guarantee each component
will be covered. The sequence execution is considered
as failed if an invoked component fails and no fault
tolerant strategy was provided or the whole strategy
failed. All the sequences are executed for 200 times and
the application failure rate is collected based on the
execution result.
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4.3 Performance Comparison
With the above settings, six types of fault tolerance mechanisms (i.e. NoFT, RandomFT, FTCloud, ROCloud1, ROCloud2, and AllFT) were applied on these
invocation sequences, each for 200 times, and the average results are reported in Table 2.
In Table 2, Top-K (K = 10%, 20%, and 30%) indicates
that fault tolerance mechanisms are applied for K percent components (K percent most signiﬁcant components in FTCloud, ROCloud1 and ROCloud2; K percent
randomly selected components in RandomFT). The numbers of components in applications (represented by Node
Numbers) increase from 100 to 10000. The experimental
results in Table 2 show that:
• Among the four approaches, AllFT provides smallest failure rate, which means the application is the
most reliable with all its components being faulttolerant. NoFT performs the worst, which provides
the highest failure rate, because no fault tolerance
strategy is provided for the components.
• Compared with RandomFT, FTCloud obtains better
failure rate performance in all experimental settings.
FTCloud identiﬁes signiﬁcant components based on

4.4

the structure information. Components which are
invoked most frequently are considered to be significant, and their failures have greater impact on the
application. The experimental result indicates that
tolerating failures of these components can achieve
better system reliability than tolerating failures of
randomly selected components.
Compared with FTCoud, both ROCloud1 and ROCloud2 obtain better average failure rate in all experimental settings. Besides structure information,
ROCloud also considers component reliability in
component ranking. The experimental result shows
that the component ranking algorithms of ROCloud
achieves more accurate results when taking advantage of the prior knowledge of component reliability
as well as the system structure information in combination.
Since the components kept in the private data
center are usually critical components in essence,
ROCloud2 actually take advantage of simple business logic information in addition than ROCLoud1,
which brings about better accuracy in component
ranking and thus achieves lower failure rate.
With the increase of threshold from 1% to 10%
the average failure rate of all the approaches are
increased. Because only components with failure
rate higher than threshold are re-factored, a larger
threshold indicates a higher average component failure rate, which leads to a higher application failure
rate.
With the increase of the node number from 100 to
10,000, the average failure rate of all approaches
increases (even ALLFT), since large-scale systems
are prone to frequent failures, which is also presented by [33]. ROCloud1 and ROCloud2 can consistently provide better performance compared with
RandomFT and FTCloud with different node numbers, indicating that ROCloud1 and ROCloud2 can
identify the components which have great impact
on application reliability, and by tolerating faults
of the these components, the application reliability
can be greatly improved for different sizes of cloud
applications.
Comparison of FT Strategies

We introduced four types of fault tolerant strategies in
Section 3.3.1. The aggregated failure rate, response time,
and the resource cost of each fault tolerance strategy are
shown in Table 1. Among the four strategies, NVP has
the most resource cost, so it is mainly used to tolerate
value faults, while the other strategies are often used to
tolerate crash faults. However, the VM restart strategy
has have considerable time overhead, which can not
satisfy the time constraint of components in this experiment. Since it requires no extra resource, the VM restart
strategy is used as an supplementary strategy to Parallel
and Recovery Block (RB) in this experiment. To compare
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TABLE 2
Performance Comparison of Average Application Failure Rate
Node Number

Methods
NoFT
RandomFT
FTCloud
ROCloud1
ROCloud2
AllFT
NoFT
RandomFT
FTCloud
ROCloud1
ROCloud2
AllFT
NoFT
RandomFT
FTCloud
ROCloud1
ROCloud2
AllFT

100

1000

10000

Threshold = 0.01
Top10% Top20% Top30%
0.00261
0.00254
0.00252
0.00251
0.00243
0.00240
0.00167
0.00190
0.00229
0.00167
0.00040
0.00030
0.00108
0.00016
0.00002
0.00001
0.00001
0.00000
0.01054
0.01055
0.01038
0.00946
0.00737
0.00710
0.00835
0.00528
0.00409
0.00538
0.00208
0.00109
0.00462
0.00176
0.00073
0.00005
0.00005
0.00005
0.01186
0.01194
0.01191
0.01069
0.00971
0.00876
0.01024
0.00759
0.00549
0.00741
0.00395
0.00280
0.00703
0.00380
0.00263
0.00013
0.00013
0.00013

Threshold = 0.04
Top10% Top20% Top30%
0.00258
0.00253
0.00255
0.00252
0.00245
0.00241
0.00252
0.00236
0.00122
0.00248
0.00037
0.00033
0.00165
0.00016
0.00008
0.00000
0.00003
0.00002
0.01350
0.01349
0.01346
0.01160
0.00931
0.00869
0.01068
0.00661
0.00464
0.00593
0.00286
0.00137
0.00495
0.00239
0.00101
0.00007
0.00008
0.00009
0.01418
0.01431
0.01425
0.01309
0.01173
0.01071
0.01211
0.00876
0.00633
0.00832
0.00462
0.00300
0.00800
0.00435
0.00276
0.00015
0.00016
0.00015

1000
AllFT
900

FTCloud
ROCloud1

Number of Extra VMs

800

ROCloud2

700
600
500
400

•

300
200
100
0

Parallel

Recovery Block
Strategies

Optimal Selection

Fig. 4. Required Resources of Different FT Strategies

the performance of Parallel, RB and the optimal selection
between Parallel and RB, we collected the response time
and failure rate of 150 services deployed on PlanetLab.
Following the experimental setup instructions presented
in Section 4.2, we assign the response time and failure
rate pair randomly to a 1000-node component graph.
The average response time of all components is used
as the time constraint in optimal fault tolerant strategy
selection. The number of redundant components in each
strategy is set as 1.
Figure 4 shows the required resources of different fault
tolerant strategies for AllFT, FTCloud and ROCloud1
and ROCloud2 to achieve the same application reliability. As shown in Figure 4:
•

When parallel strategy is adopted, AllFT needs 1000
extra VMs since it provides backup copy for each
component, while FTCloud requires 900 extra VM-

•

•

Threshold = 0.1
Top10% Top20% Top30%
0.00602
0.00609
0.00601
0.00600
0.00597
0.00586
0.00598
0.00577
0.00262
0.00213
0.00205
0.00084
0.00194
0.00188
0.00017
0.00002
0.00002
0.00003
0.01808
0.01816
0.01784
0.01508
0.01451
0.01279
0.01425
0.00967
0.00788
0.00840
0.00404
0.00197
0.00703
0.00373
0.00162
0.00015
0.00019
0.00016
0.02216
0.02227
0.02214
0.02036
0.01899
0.01612
0.01924
0.01371
0.00934
0.01063
0.00567
0.00364
0.01006
0.00537
0.00336
0.00057
0.00055
0.00050

s to achieve the same reliability level, ROCloud1
needs 500, and ROCloud2 needs 480. The result is
consistent with that shown Figure 7. When the top
90% components are selected by FTCloud whereas
the top 50% selected by ROCloud1 and top 48% selected by ROCloud2 are provided with fault-tolerant
strategy, they achieve the same reliability level as
AllFT.
The Recover Block (RB) strategy reduces the requirement of extra resources dramatically. Since extra
resources are consumed when the primary components fails. However, the response time of the failed
components will increase. In this experiment, the
total increased response time of failed components
is 742s for AllFT, 736s for FTCloud and 720s for
ROCloud1 and 712s for ROCloud2.
Taken the average response time as time constraint, components with lower response time (
2 × responsetime <= averageresponsetime) take
RB as their fault-tolerant strategy. Components
with longer response time ( 2 × responsetime <=
averageresponsetime)take parallel strategy. The resource requirement falls between the parallel and RB strategy. The total increased response time is 177s
for both AllFT and FTCloud, 174s for ROCloud1 and
171s for ROCloud2.
The selection of different strategies is a trade-off
between cost and application service quality (e,g.
response time). The parallel strategy provides the
shortest average response time but costs the most,
while the RB strategy has the longest average response time but cost the least. Optimal selection falls
between the two. The cost and response time beneﬁt
of optimal selection can be affected by the constraint
factor (time constraint in this experiment). A higher
constraint (shorter response time in this case) leads
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Fig. 5. Impact of Threshold

•

to higher resource cost, and vice versa.
For all the strategy selection settings, ROCloud1
and ROCloud2 require fewer resources than AllFT
and FTCloud to achieve the same application reliability level. Furthermore, ROCloud provides better
application service quality with the same resource
consumption while maintaining the same application reliability level. As shown in the ﬁgure, ROCloud1 with optimal selection costs almost the same
amount of resources as AllFT with PB strategy, and
ROCloud2 with optimal selection costs almost the
same as FTCloud with PB strategy. While with optimal selection, both ROCloud1 and ROCloud2 have
much shorter increased response time (174s and
171s, respectively) than AllFT (742s) and FTCloud
(736s).

of a component requires extra effort on components logic
extraction, re-design, implementation and testing, which
can increase the cost of migration. Thus the determination of value threshold is a trade-off between cost and
application reliability.
TABLE 3
Number of Refactored Nodes for Different Threasholds
Threasholds
0.01
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.07
0.08
0.09
0.1

4.5 Impact of Threshold
In the component ranking approach ROCloud1 and ROCloud2, the parameter threshold determines which components should be re-factored. The value of threshold
is set as 0.01 to 0.1 with a step value of 0.01 in this
experiment. Four groups of experiments are conducted
with Top-K values (k=10%, 20%, 30% and 40%) and
the node number is set as 1000. Figure 5 shows the
experimental results:
• With the increase of threshold value from 0.01 to 0.1,
the application average failure rate also increases,
indicating that a higher average failure rate of components can lead to a higher application failure rate.
In all the four ﬁgures with different Top-K value
settings, ROCloud1 and ROCloud2 perform better
than RandomFT and FTCloud.
• With the increase of Top-K value from 10% to
40%, the application failure rate becomes smaller,
since faults of more signiﬁcant system components
are masked by the fault tolerance mechanism. This
indicates that a larger K can relieve the increased
application failure rate caused by a larger threshold.
The value of threshold not only affects the application failure rate, but also affects the migration cost. A
smaller threshold means more components need to be
re-factored. Table 3 shows the detailed results when
threshold increases from 0.01 to 0.1, the number of
components that need to be re-factored. The refactoring

4.6

100
12
8
6
4
3
3
3
3
3
3

Node Numbers
500 1000 5000
49
95
595
39
69
417
27
67
365
25
53
330
19
47
287
19
40
255
19
39
225
17
36
211
17
34
199
17
31
188

10000
1292
957
837
758
667
574
522
486
466
451

Impact of Component Failure Impacts

Component Failure Impact (CFI) is deﬁned by Eq. (4)
in Section 3.1.2, which indicates the probability that the
component failure may cause the application failure. For
example, CFI = 1 means any component failure can cause
the application failure. To study the impact of CFI on
the application reliability, we compare NoFT, RandomFT,
FTCloud, ROCloud1, ROCloud2 and AllFT under average CFI settings of 0.1, 0.5 and 1, respectively. The
node number in this experiment is 1000. The threshold
is set as 0.04, which is the average component failure
rate before refactoring in the experiment. Figure 6 shows
the experimental results of cloud application failure rate
under different Top-K settings.
Figure 6 illustrates that:
• As shown in Figure 6(a) to Figure 6(c), ROCloud1 and ROCloud2 outperform FTCloud and
RandomFT in Top-K settings from 10% to 40%. With
the increase of Top-K value, the application failure
rate of ROCloud1 and ROCloud2 decrease faster
than those of FTCloud and RandomFT, indicating
that ROCloud1 and ROCloud2 have more effective
use of the redundant components than FTCloud and
RandomFT.
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•

When the components have a greater average CFI,
the application failure rate is also larger, since the
components with larger CFIs mean their failures
have greater impact on the application. This is consistent with the deﬁnition of CFI in Eq. (4). On the
other hand, as shown in Figure 6(a) to Figure 6(c),
the curves have similar tendencies, which indicates
that under different CFI settings, ROCloud1 and
ROCloud2 achieve better performance compared
with FTCloud and RandomFT.

•

•

4.7 Impact of Top-K
To study the impact of the parameter Top-K on the
application reliability, we compare NoFT, RandomFT,
FTCloud, ROCloud1, ROCloud2 and AllFT according to
different Top-K value settings. The node number in this
experiment is 1000. Figure 7 shows the experimental
results of application failure rate under three different
threshold settings: 0.01, 0.04 and 0.1.
Figure 7 shows that:
•

Under different threshold settings (i.e., 0.01, 0.04,
and 0.1), ROCloud1 and ROCloud2 outperform FTCloud and RandomFT from Top-K = 10% to TopK = 90% consistently. When Top-K = 100%, since
fault tolerance strategies are applied to all the components, the performance of the three approaches
are the same.

•

With the increase of Top-K value, the failure rate
of ROCloud1 and ROCloud2 decreases much faster
than those of FTCloud and RandomFT, indicating
that ROCloud1 and ROCloud2 provide more accurate ranking results of signiﬁcant components.
By tolerating faults of the components suggested
by ROCloud, the application reliability can be improved greatly.
ROCloud1 and ROCloud2 obtain a smaller application failure rate than FTCloud and RandomFT
approaches consistently under different Top-K value
settings. As shown in Figure 7(a) to Figure 7(c),
when Top-K=50% for ROCloud1 and Top-K=48%
forROCloud2 can almost get the same application
failure rate as AllFT (which has the same effect
as Top-K=100%). FTCloud can achieve roughly the
same performance until Top-K = 90%. The results
indicate that ROCloud1 and ROCloud2 can improve
the application reliability greatly by tolerating the
important part of the application components.
With the increase of threshold from 0.01 to 0.1,
the application failure rate of all three approaches
become larger. This is because the average failure rate of components increases since a larger
threshold indicates fewer components will be refactored. A larger Top-K value is required to achieve
good application failure rate performance under
large threshold settings. The experimental results in
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this section and Section 4.5 show that Top-K and
threshold are complementary parameters. Designers
can choose the one which costs less to improve the
application reliability.
The above experimental results show, again, that ROCloud1 and ROCloud2 achieve better application reliability under different experimental settings.

5

R ELATED W ORK

AND

D ISCUSSION

Cloud computing [4] is becoming a mainstream aspect
of information technology. A number of tasks have been
carried out on cloud computing, including virtualization [17], [21], [28], resource provision and monitoring [20], [43], privacy and trust [3], [10], [35] service
level agreement [22], [42], storage management [40],
data consistency and replication [8], [14], etc. In recent
years, research investigations have been conducted on
migrating legacy applications to cloud environment. [23]
presented a case study of migrating enterprise IT system
to IaaS cloud, which illustrated the beneﬁts and major
concerns of cloud migration. [2] surveyed various approaches for moving legacy system to SOA environment,
including wrapping, replacement, etc. [46] proposed the
main processes for migrating a legacy system to cloud.
However, few work has been done towards improving the reliability of migrated cloud applications which
is one of the major concerns during cloud migration.
Complementary to the previous research efforts which
were mainly focused on the procedure of migration,
strategies on legacy system modernization and methods
to improve the cloud platform’s reliability, this paper
focuses on the re-design phase during the migration
and proposes an optimization framework to improve the
cloud application’s reliability.
The main approaches in traditional software engineering include fault prevention, fault removal [41], fault
tolerance [29], [47], and fault forecasting [16], [45]. For
the reason of cost consideration, software fault tolerance
is often employed for critical systems. While in the
cloud environment, redundant components are easier
to be obtained, which makes fault tolerance a feasible
solution to improve application reliability. The major
techniques of software fault tolerance include recovery block [36], N-Version Programming (NVP) [6], N
self-checking programming [26], distributed recovery
block [24], etc. Based on these techniques, passive and
active strategies are adopted by different systems: passive strategies in FT-SOAP [15] and FT-CORBA [39],
while active strategies in FTWeb [38], Thema [32], WSReplication [37], SWS [27], and Perpetual [34]. Instead of
focusing on design of fault tolerant strategies, this paper
aims to select the optimal fault tolerant strategies for
components and to improve the application reliability.
The cloud platforms also provide techniques to improve
reliability, the frequently used techniques are illustrated
in [1], [13], [25]. However, only depending on these techniques are not sufﬁcient, since not all legacy applications
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can be re-implemented by using map-reduce while the
virtual machine restart or migration based methods can
introduce latency which may not be acceptable for timeconstrained applications.
Component ranking is an important research problem
in cloud computing [49], [50]. Inspired by Google PageRank [9] (a ranking algorithm for Web page searching)
and SPARS-J [19] (a software product retrieving system for Java), a component ranking approach for cloud
application, FTCloud, is presented in [48], [50] based
on the intuition that components invoked frequently by
other important components are more important. Different from FTCloud, component invocation frequencies
as well as the prior knowledge of component reliability
(e.g., failure rate, etc.) are taken into consideration in our
ROCloud approach.
The ROCloud framework is proposed for design optimization during the cloud migration process, since (1)
It is time consuming to dig into the logic of legacy applications and identify signiﬁcant components manually.
Automatically ranking components for legacy applications becomes important, which can aid the designer
to optimize the application. (2) Cloud environment is
highly dynamic since its resources can scale up or scale
down on-demand. Therefore, the structure of application
deployed in the cloud should adapt to this highly dynamic context and be reliable and robust, which makes
fault tolerance of signiﬁcant components necessary. (3)
The high scalability feature of the cloud makes redundant components easier be obtained. Thus, software fault
tolerance becomes a feasible approach to improve the
application reliability. At the same time, approaches provided by the cloud platform(e.g., virtual machine restart)
can also help to build reliable cloud applications. (4) The
reliability properties and the invocation relations of the
legacy application can be collected since the components
are running on the same server or cluster.

6

C ONCLUSION

This paper presents a reliability-based design optimization framework for migrating legacy applications to the
cloud environment. The framework consists of three
parts: legacy application analysis, signiﬁcant component
ranking and automatic optimal fault-tolerant strategy
selection. Two algorithms are proposed in the ranking
phase: the ﬁrst ranks components for the applications
where all the components can be migrated to the cloud;
the second ranks components for the applications where
only part of the components can be migrated to the
cloud. In both algorithms, the signiﬁcance value of each
component is calculated based on the application structure, component invocation relationships, component
failure rates, and failure impacts. A higher signiﬁcance
value means the component imposes higher impact on
the application reliability than others. After ﬁnding the
most signiﬁcant components, an optimal fault-tolerant
strategy can be selected automatically with respect to
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the time and cost constraints. The experimental results
show that ROCloud1 and ROCloud2 outperform other
approaches and can greatly improve the application
reliability.
In ROCloud, each component is considered as independent and the fault-tolerant strategy selection is
carried out on component basis. In the future, we will
study the fault tolerance of interrelated components. In
addition, ROCloud uses the ratios of component failure
to application failure to measure the failure impact of
components. While the relationship between component
failures and application failures can be complicated,
more sophisticated models (e.g., Markov models, fault
trees, etc.) will be investigated in the future work.
Our future work also includes: (1) considering more
factors (such as data transfer, invocation latency, etc.)
when computing the weights of invocations links; (2)
taking the constraint factors such as cost into consideration during the ranking phase, and letting the designer know intuitively which components can make
the biggest improvement while cost the least; (3)more
experimental analysis on the impact of incorrect prior
knowledge such as invocation frequencies and component failure rates.
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